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This handy new DuraguideÂ® provides a simplified introduction to safe practices and procedures

for field dressing and safe transport of various species of fish and game including rabbits, squirrels,

deer and other large mammals, ducks/geese, pheasant, turkeys and small game birds. Also

references legal issues, hunting safety and hunting etiquette. This guide is the perfect companion to

have in your pocket during hunting season. Printed on waterproof paper for durability, this

lightweight, pocket-sized folding guide is an excellent source of portable information and ideal for

field use by novices and experts alike. Made in the USA.
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I bought this in case it is ever needed (I hope it isn't). I know nothing about hunting so I am not

rating it on info or illustrations, but rather durability. I own MANY Kavanagh guides and was

disappointed to find that this one was not laminated, but was made of a fairly thin (coated?) paper.

Of all the guides he has made, I would think this one deserved and necessitated the highest

durability. Identifying butterflies is a lot less messy than gutting a deer. Poor decision to not laminate

this guide!

This is a good quick reference guide to Field Dressing most animals. A good starter guide for the

beginner or the expert.



This guide is ok. My main problem with guides of this sort is that they rely on illustrations instead of

pictures, so a lot is still left to the imagination. The illustrations herein are better than many I have

seen, however.

Shows the basic info for skinning any type of game rabbits, birds, large game. Shows tips that are

useful for different temperatures and different areas that effect processing game. Very informative

and helpful for skinning and that's it, processing meat will require a different source of info.

Great backpacker guide, easy to learn.Great survival packet and very light weight . A must have for

first timers .

Water resistant and gets right to the point, no pun intended. This book stays in my hunting

backpack.

Great for beginners and it covers all types of game. Very easy to pack pretty durable phamplet

This guide is intended to provide introductory information on basic field dressing techniques and it

does a great job showing how it is done;and it is waterproof you can put in your pocket.
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